Resolution NC 10.3.84.

1. INDUSTRIAL

A. The level of strikes is still low. The slight economic upturn since 1981 remains slight: manufacturing investment is still falling.

B. Thus sullen, weary resentment remains the dominant mood in the working class. But the tremendous turnout on February 28 – after a weak call from the TUC, so late that it gave almost no time to organise – shows that this sullen, weary resentment can very quickly change into angry action.

C. After the June 1983 election, the TUC leaders decided that the Tories were now entrenched for a whole period, and that their (the leaders') role must be not to fight the Tories but to act as bargainers between the Tories and the working class. The Blackpool TUC decisions and the TUC's betrayal of the NUM followed.

But bargainers need something to bargain with and something to bargain about: and the Tories are not always ready to grant these to the TUC leaders. Thus explosions like February 28.

TUC leaders are already moving to minimise the impact of their breach with the Tories over GCHQ. But Britain's (and the capitalist world's) social crisis, the tonnages of class relations, and the inherently contradictory position of the trade union leaders themselves, make more such explosions likely.

D. Another factor for instability is the state of the Tories. The decay of the 'Falklands Factor', the repeated scandals, and their internal divisions all make the government look far less formidable.

E. Up to June 1983 employers had been very cautious about using the Tory anti-union laws. Now they are much bolder. These laws are now, and so far as we can predict will continue to be, a central issue in the class struggle.

Thousands of militants are aware of this. Yet there is no coordinated labour movement campaign against the laws. No-one has taken an initiative to launch one.

We should argue for the BLOC conference (see below) to launch such a campaign, on the basis of:

* TUC should break off all collaboration and talks with the Tories,
* Trade unions to commit themselves to defiance of the law,
* Solidarity strikes to defend any union penalised,
* Democratic delegate campaign committees at both national and local level.

A campaign set up by BLOC is liable to be very much a Militant front. Nevertheless it will be too weighty in the labour movement for us to hope to launch an alternative. We will have to take the initiative for local committees where we can have more influence, and use what pressure we can to get more open and democratic functioning nationally.

If BLOC does not launch a campaign, we should gather what support we can in the labour movement to help initiate one ourselves.

F. Health cuts are another major area for large-scale activity by us, through the local health campaigns which exist in most areas.

We should argue for occupations and supporting strike action, and for a socialist policy on the NHS.

Health Fightback 84 is potentially an important initiative in linking together activists in this field, but it is limited by the fact that it is led by a small group of individuals, mainly ex-League members, who are evidently suspicious of central League involvement. We should maintain pressure for a newsletter to be set up and try to get an input into it.
Privatisation, especially in the NMS, is also likely to be a major issue this year: we must argue for a recall to get involved in the speciﬁcations and tendering process, for strike action to resist privatisation, and for nationalisation without compensation of the supply industries.

C. Defence of Liverpool council is central to the local government cuts fight right now. We should argue for unions to support Liverpool with industrial action and, in the event of Liverpool being cut off by the banks, for other Labour councils to solidarise by suspending payment of interest charges.

Liverpool aside, however, leadership is more likely to come from the council unions than from the Labour councillors.

NALGO has a policy of non-cooperation with the abolition of metropolitan authorities. We must ﬁght for that policy to be enforced (which will mean backing it up with strike action in case of victimisations), and for it to be adopted by other local authority unions.

NALGO's policy of no cover for unfulﬁlled vacancies must also be enforced.

Against job cuts and redundancies, especially those likely to result from rate-capping, we should argue for unions to take industrial action (whether the job cuts/redundancies are their own members, or members of other local authority unions). We should also ﬁght to commit unions to national industrial action in support of local industrial action taken in particular authorities: otherwise, workers in particularly hard-hit authorities, e.g., those selected for rate-capping, will be isolated.

The building of joint shop stewards' committees - and, where possible, stewards' committees extending across several authorities, e.g., across London - is also important. So are links between those stewards' committees and tenants' and community groups.

2. POLITICAL SLOGANS

A. 'Break collaboration' remains a very apt slogan, and should be central in the form 'Break collaboration, ﬁght the Tories!' This should be coupled with propaganda for general strike action.

B. With the passage of time, 'Recall the TUC' becomes less usable. We should phase it out.

C. The 'Workers' government' can hardly be used as a slogan in the present period. The basic perspective of transforming the labour movement which it expresses remains valid, but the immediate task is to orient the left towards a new drive for such transformation: the emphasis in this sphere is more on propaganda than on agitation. We should step up such propaganda.

D. While maintaining political criticism of the Kinnock/Hattersley centre-right leadership, we must however put more stress on placing demands on them.

3. TRADE UNIONS

A. The POEY Broad Left has just led itself into a fiasco, and the left wing leadership of the NUM is in the process of doing the same. But the new Broad Lefts, for all their weaknesses, are an important, maybe even a growing, factor in the labour movement.

B. We should work to build the Broad Lefts and to argue within them for:

- Open and democratic political debate (within which we advocate our policies) in contrast to the consensus method practised by the POEY Broad Left;

- An orientation towards direct struggles and to the rank and ﬁle generally (as we have fought for in the UCU over Basingstoke) - in contrast to trade union electoralism.
C. The BLOC conference on March 24 will be important. We should intervene with the planned pamphlet discussing the experience of the FESU and CPSA Broad Lefts, and with the proposal for a campaign on anti-union laws.

The conference is also likely to signal the emergence of 'Militant' as the dominant left force in the unions—a development which starkly exposes the nonsense of those who counterpose trade union work to Labour Party work. As 'Militant' increases in size, it will become less monolithic; there are signs of this already. We should devote some attention to propaganda specifically designed to win over 'Militant' sympathisers.

D. While O Workplace Branches are unlikely to grow rapidly into a major force in the unions, their role in an individual workplace for drawing up a group of activists around us and as a means to take our propaganda directly into workplaces makes them important for our potential to grow.

We should wherever possible initiate WPBs and turn them to agitation on general issues confronting the unions and use them as a 'back-up' to our union work on issues within the workplace.

4. WOMEN

A. We should support the June conference planned by WF on women and local government cuts. This conference can both make an important contribution to a struggle in which we have many other channels of involvement, and give WP a chance to regroup forces.

B. The central resources available for this work are slight and are likely to be fully taken up by organising for the conference and producing the WP paper.

In the branches comrades should establish orders for the paper (and payment for them) and seek WP members and affiliations.

5. YOUTH

A. Youth work has been our major area of recruitment over recent months, and is likely to continue to be so.

B. J. conference must be an all-out mobilisation of our youth this year as previously.

C. For J. campaigning activity our main priorities should be YCND (see below) and YTS. The major lines of YTS work are: organising local YTS action groups with trade unionists, and unionising YTSers; and building a Campaign Against Compulsion among unemployed youth and tech or school students.

D. Starting with the March 24-5 youth school we need to devote more consistent effort to education of our youth, with regular schools, etc.

E. Student issues should now be taken up within the labour movement. We must take part in and initiate campaigns (which might not mean more than moving a motion in budget meeting or manifesto writing session) to ensure that councils finance Further Education student unions adequately (on the same scale as Poly and University student unions) and ensure their autonomy from college authorities.

Autonomy is now the burning issue in the Universities; comrades must be aware of this and ready to respond when a dispute breaks out in their area by providing labour movement support. As a routine, comrades through their positions in the labour movement should make contact with Labour Clubs. They should be informed of labour movement meetings and our broad group meetings.

Industrial disputes should be encouraged to visit college student unions or Labour Clubs to drum up support.
1. The Labour Left is still in retreat. But this must not be overestimated or presented as a uniform process. The Left is not dead, and while sections like the LC 0 have moved to the centre-right, others have moved closer to our politics.

2. Benn’s triumphant return to Parliament may galvanise the Campaign group and open the way for a new broad organisation of the Left. But there are no very clear signs of that at present; any such developments look like coming slowly rather than soon.

What could change these calculations, and provide a spur to a more rapid reassembling of the Left, is a move by the centre-right to gut mandatory reselection.

Until then, broad Left fronts like LAM and CLPD are ‘ticking over’, and our main job is to reorient and re-educate the more serious Left.

3. This must not be interpreted as an inward-looking orientation. Turning the 3. outwards, and especially building workplace branches, is vital; they can provide new results to replace the jaded leftists who are now moving to the centre-right.

There are at present no other organised forces in these branches. Because there are few bureaucratic pressures on branches and they are a new form of organisation looking for a role, they are very open to our ideas on the activity and direction they should have.

We have the opportunity to build support very rapidly out of a drive towards the formation of branches and the creation of a national network.

4. A major factor in the Left’s retreat has been the activity of the ‘local government Left’. A whole segment of leftists, who could have become an educating, organising, inspiring force for broader sections of the labour movement, have allowed themselves to be captured by the bourgeois structures of local government.

Their political inadequacies, rather than being remedied through the enlightening effects of experience and the educational efforts of the most conscientious revolutionaries, have been consolidated, and have become a spreading infection. The left, having got into council positions, has adapted itself to the limits of the established structures (because it had no clear idea of how to fight them), and then become a force trying to educate the rest of the labour movement to accept these limits.

Some of our own comrades in local government have not been immune to this process. We must tighten up our integration of such comrades into the organisation, and approach any new nominations for local government positions with caution. Decisions on what to stand or be taken by LC.

The job of socialist councillors is to use the council as a platform to advance working class claims, not to select the most deserving of those claims to be fitted within the limits of balancing the budget of the ‘local state’.

5. Our broad groups are generally speaking no longer broad groups, but an ideologically defined Trotskyist current. This is no bad thing in itself, though it must be recognised that we have done much less with this tactic than we could have done.

At the same time the E. network has established itself as a voice of the Left.

This is not entirely positive. E was launched by people who split from the broad groups over the question of rate rises. They have consistently maintained their opportunist attitude to the local government Left since.

That the central E people garnish their opportunism by ‘revolutionary’ phrase-mongering like ‘Labour Take The Power’ only makes it worse.
B has been popular with the C. Left because it has pandered to them. Rather than educating its readers as a Marxist publication should, it has flattered them. Correspondingly it has shown little ability to organise rather than reflect developments: the number of actual 'B activists' is tiny.

Be often have big circulations: they are rarely able to organise regular activist meetings of any size.

B's political weakness is not the weakness of naivety or immaturity, but the politics of a tiny but entrenched centrist sect.

But the influence of B is a fact. To boycott B would isolate us needlessly (and hand over the whole thing to Sa). To go for a full national-scale confrontation with the central B people would at best leave us with a shell and a bad colour around us. We should therefore focus on building local B groups, on our politics as far as possible; gradually crystallising a left wing in the B network through these local groups; and getting more political input into the national B.

In local B groups we must press for:
* An all-round, rather than narrowly C., activist orientation;
* Regular meetings;
* Our politics on issues like cost of living, the ABC, the FCB, LP workplace branches, etc.

If we use local B groups to organise a broader Left, then we must correspondingly tighten up our local 'Broad groups'. Alongside the B group meetings we must have regular advertised 'Broad group' meetings. Obviously these should be designed so as to fulfill a different specific function from B group meetings, e.g. with more educational content, more organising in areas other than C. work, etc. But the basic essential is to maintain our own profile.

The aim of our activity in B groups must be to organise people, not to produce local competitors to our paper, to divert our resources into producing such competitors, or to use local B as a soft-option alternative to our paper. Our financial and human-resource commitments to producing local bulletins must be checked and discussed with the EC, which after consulting with branches should have powers to decide in such matters.

Better active B groups with spirited bulletins and little real organising activity beyond producing and circulating those bulletins.

"CND/PEACE MOVEMENT"

... The CND leadership have a 'long haul' strategy which effectively means accepting Cruise as an accomplished fact and watering down unilaterals. This strategy can only demobilise CND. Yet CND as yet shows no sign of fading away. And the constant threats of war in the international situation provide stimulus enough to keep a large number of people active in CND.

1. We have begun to develop a collective intervention in CND over the last nine months or so: it is still weak and needs more resources.

1. The main lines of our intervention are: no equivocation on unilaterals; or CND to campaign for withdrawal from Nato; a labour movement/LP orientation especially to boycotts; democracy in CND and YCND. Our propaganda should also seek to draw people towards us from CND by pointing out the connections between war and capitalism.

2. We should continue support for the Greenham Common peace camp and the women's peace movement; and reject ignorant blanket criticism of them as opposed to all politics, 'bolting on pacifist opposition of the individual to war', etc. At the same time we should try to help these women build for Abrams movement action (especially trade union boycotts), and try to encourage them to join the fight inside CND.
While also supporting the May 26 Coventry demo, our main push in the coming months should be for the June 9 anti-Reagan demo. We would urge NO national mobilisation for Coventry (regional mobilisation instead), favouring instead national mobilisation for the Reagan demo.

8. INTERNATIONAL SOLIDARITY

Every League branch must undertake ACTIVE involvement in at least one field of international solidarity work. Small branches should focus attention on one campaign, and doing the work well: larger branches should endeavour to cover more than one, but with emphasis on active, organising work rather than just ‘going to meetings’.

Priority campaigns – to be selected according to local opportunities and problems – should be:
1. Ireland (LCI)
2. Palestine (LMCsp)
3. Turkey (TSC)
4. South Africa (Anti-Apartheid)
5. Central America.

Occasional briefing papers should be issued to keep branch members informed of developments and issues in solidarity work.

9. BUILDING THE LEAGUE

A. We need a turn away from too much ‘going-to-meetings’ activity, and towards both ‘Wiganisation’ (mass campaigning activity) and more intensive education and propaganda work.

B. The main areas for ‘Wiganisation’ (mass campaigning activity) should be health cuts, YTS, YCND, (Not necessarily in that order; local priorities will have to be decided in consultation between branches and the EC).

We need a national drive to build J. WPBs. The OSC will determine the possibilities all branches have to form them in their area and set targets for each branch on how many WPBs to initiate within a given time limit. Each branch shall ensure that one comrade is responsible for overseeing this work.

C. As part of this political turn, we need a drive on paper sales. This is also necessary financially.

D. We should organise a recruitment drive especially among youth. We need to more resources for the centre (especially on the paper) to free the Youth Organiser for such work.